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Brake band
tension is
too loose.

Does not pull
yarn in

Yarn breaks
Brake band
tension is
too tight.
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Traditional Single Drive Spinning Wheel - Hardware List
1 x Single Drive Band
1 x Nylon Brake Band

1 x Drawing Pin

x2
13 x Cup Hooks
x2
1 x Screw Eye
x2

2 x Tension Springs

x2

1 x O Clip
x2
4 x Metal Washer
x2

x4

1 x Hub Pin
Threader Hook & Tape

1 x Flexible Conrod Joint

1 x 4mm Allen Key

Traditional Double Drive Spinning Wheel - Parts List

Lazy Kate Base

Lazy Kate Uprights

Lazy Kate Wires

Flyer & Whorl

Maiden Bar

Adjusting Knob

Tension Knob

Single Leg

Side Rails

Treadle Assembly

Wheel Support

Conrod

Wheel

Maid Uprights

Bobbins

Meaning of Symbols

To make assembly easier
use candle wax on the screws and hooks.

Check hardware against
full size illustration.

Right

Wrong

When you use the allen key,
make sure it is at 90 degrees
and is at the bottom of the hole

Assembly Instructions for
The Ashford Traveller Spinning Wheel
- Double Drive -

13
14
15
16

Check the directions carefully.

If the hook is hard to turn use the allen key.

Tap the other legs to the bottom of the holes.
Secure the 4 legs with screws.
Turn the base and legs over.
Note the hole in one wheel support is right through. This
is the rear support.
Before Commencing - Read the instructions completely, 17
Secure the front and rear wheel supports with bolts and
barrel nuts. These will be tightened after the next step.
identify the parts and note the assembly sequence.
18
Check the alignment of the holes for the crank.
Finishing the Wood - We recommend that the wood
19
Tighten the bolts from underneath.
surfaces be waxed before assembly. This protects the 20
The crank shaft bearings are self aligning. If the crank does
kiln dried wood from climatic changes and enhances the
not rotate freely, use the end of the crank to move them.
beauty of the wood.
To check the alignment is correct, lift the end of the crank
up and let go. If it rotates freely it's perfect. - add a drop
For the Ultimate Finish - Use the special, natural, new
of oil to the crank shaft bearings.
formula Ashford Wax Finish. The Silver Beech Tree is
21
Place the wheel in position and insert the crank shaft. Waxing
a native of New Zealand and has a lovely variety of
will make this easier
colour and grain. The Ashford Wax Finish will enhance 22
Align the hole in the crank shaft with the groove of the hub.
the natural colours and beauty of the wood. Ashford 23
Tap the hub pin through the hub and crank.
24
The small piece of nylon rod forms a joint at the bottom of
Spinning Wheels are also available factory finished in
the connecting rod. Secure with a screw.
clear lacquer or walnut finish
25
Add a drop of oil to the connecting rod bearing. Fit the
connecting rod to crank shaft keeping the bearing to the
1
Thread 12 hooks into the flyer.
outside. Push the O Clip onto the groove.
2
Secure the 2 hinges to the maiden bar. Note the position of
26
Insert the other end of the nylon rod through the treadle
the slot in the hinge.
rail until level with the bottom. Then secure with a screw.
3
Assemble the flyer unit. Check the shape of the nylon
27,
28
Secure
the maiden bar supports with bolts and barrel nuts.
bearing on each maid upright, then insert into the correct
29
Secure
the
top rail to the maiden bar supports with screws.
hole. Insert the drive belt adjusting knob into the maiden
30
Secure
the
flyer unit to the top rail with 2 screws. These
bar, turn until the end just protrudes.
will
be
tightened
shortly.
4
Check the angle of nylon bearing and then secure the maid
Move
the
flyer
unit
until the wheel and large flyer pulley
uprights with screws and washers. Do not overtighten. The
are
aligned.
Then
tighten
the screws and position the drawing
maid uprights may be twisted to remove the bobbin.
pin
directly
beneath
the
drive band adjusting knobs.
5
Place a bobbin on the flyer and the flyer into the bearings.
31
Tie
the
threading
hook
to
the front maid upright with tape.
Thread the screw eye into the side of the maiden bar, and
32
Ratios.
Later
you
may
find
it easier to spin a finer yarn if
screw hook into the top.
your
flyer
rotates
faster.
To
change ratio simply move the
6
Attach the brake band. Thread it through the screw eye and
drive
belt
to
the
smaller
flyer
pulley. Check the alignment
then tie the springs as illustrated.
(
step
30
)
and
retension
the
drive belt. To achieve 14:1,
7
Use the brake band option when you spin with scotch
wrap
the
brake
band
over
the
flyer
pulley and the drive belt
tension. Otherwise store it as illustrated.
around
the
bobbin
pulley.
This
is
called
"bobbin lead".
8
Assemble the treadle rails.
33,
34
Check
the
end
of
the
adjusting
knob
is
not protruding
9
Attach the treadle board.
beneath
the
maiden
bar.
Then
wrap
the
drive
belt around
10
Note the holes in the base for the maiden bar supports are
the
wheel
,around
the
large
flyer
pulley,
back
around the
on the left hand side.
wheel
and
around
the
small
bobbin
pulley.
11
Wax the steel rods in the treadle rail.
Tie drive belt and cut off the extra. Tap the steel lazy kate
12
Locate the treadle rail into the holes in 2 legs. Check the 35
pins into the base.
treadle rail rotates freely. Then tap these legs to the bottom
of the holes.

TVDD

Have some questions about
spinning wheel maintenance?
Richard has the answers for you!
How do I make my wheel easy to treadle?

The most important aspect of spinning wheel maintenance is to ensure the 3 main elements of the spinning wheel, ie the
wheel, the flyer and the bobbin, are free to rotate. Check this by firstly removing the drive & brake band. Use Ashford spinning
wheel oil, 30 grade motor oil or vaseline where recommended.

1. Wheel.

Spin the wheel. It should rotate freely for around 60 revolutions.
- Wheel bearings. Prise the wheel supports apart and apply a drop
of oil onto the crank between the hub and the bearings.
- Con rod bearing. Oil & check to ensure it isnt pinching.
- Treadle pins. Use either candle wax or oil to reduce noise and
friction.
- Hinge pins on double treadle wheels. Oil as necessary.
- Check there is approx. 1/16 (1.5mm) side play between the hub
& bearings. If the wheel appears to being pinched between the
wheel supports loosen the bolts or screws holding the frame, spin
the wheel until it is free & then gradually retighten the bolts or
screws. On the Traveller this can be achieved by loosening the 2 bolts holding the wheel
supports & moving them until correct.
- Check that the gap between the bottom of the con rod (pitman) and the treadle rail is approx 1/2" (10mm). If greater than
this it can cause ankle strain & if closer the two can bind thus
stretching the joint.

2. Flyer.

Spin the flyer. It should rotate freely.
- Oil the flyer bearings.
- Ensure the flyer bearings are at right angles to the flyer shaft. If
not loosen the screws holding the maid upright & realign. Then
retighten the screws.
- Check there is approx. 1/8 (2-3mm) end float between the flyer,
bobbin & flyer bearings.
- Check the drive band is aligned with the wheel. If necessary, loosen
the screws holding the maiden bar, realign & tighten.
- If the drive band is worn replace with a new Ashford drive cord or a medium soft cotton string.

3. Bobbin.

- Check & oil the bobbin bearings.
- If the bobbin doesnt run freely the bearings may be too tight on the flyer shaft. If so ream them with a 1/4 (6.25mm) round
fine chain saw file or fine sandpaper wrapped around a pencil.
- If your wheel has been factory finished, it maybe necessary to scrape any lacquer off the spindle that may have been
inadvertently applied.
- On double drive wheels the flyer whorls have "V" grooves. The bobbin whorl is "U shaped. This difference enables the wheel
to drive the flyer at a constant speed and allows the bobbin to accelerate or slow down when drafting. Check the bobbin
whorl is smooth and "U" shaped.

What do I do if the yarn snags or wont draw in?

- Ensure the bobbin rotates freely on the flyer shaft. Clear the hole with a file & oil the bearings.
- Check the flyer hooks are smooth & are not snagging the yarn. Replace the hooks if necessary.
- Check the orifice is clean & free from snags. Clear with a file.

Single drive

- Check the brake band is over the bobbin whorl & the springs are just starting to extend.

Double drive

- Check the drive band is around the small whorl on the bobbin & the largest flyer whorl.
- Check there is sufficient tension on the drive band.

What do I do to prevent the yarn being jerked out of my hands?
Single drive

- Reduce the brake band tension until the springs are just starting to extend.
- Check the bobbin whorl is smooth. If necessary smooth with sandpaper.
- Apply a drop of oil to the bobbin whorl.

How much tension should I have on the drive band?

- Only have sufficient tension to drive the flyer & bobbin with-out slipping. Too much tension
makes treadling harder.
- Generally the drive belt should be able to be easily depressed about 1" (25mm). Turn the belt
tension knob until you have the correct tension.
- Apply belt rosin or fit a stretchy drive belt Turbo Kit to increase grip.
- If the drive belt has stretched, shorten and retie it.

Why use two tension springs on the brake band?

Two springs fitted either side of the bobbin whorl will make plying easier as it allows the brake band to flex rather than pull
against the tension knob. Spare springs are available from your Ashford dealer. Add an extra spring or replace if stretched.

What can I do to my Elizabeth wheel to keep it from getting out of alignment?

For easy treadling & to ensure the drive band remains in the whorls, check the alignment of the wheel with the flyer & bobbin
whorls. If not aligned loosen the bolts securing the main wheel supports under the base with a 4mm allen key. Twist the supports
slightly so the wheel moves to the left or right until correctly aligned. As you tighten the bolts, ensure that the wheel continues
to turn freely.

How do I avoid my yarn getting over- twisted?

- Slow the flyer down by putting the drive band onto a larger whorl.
- Treadle slower. Around 60 RPM is a nice easy treadle speed.
- Draft your yarn faster. This may require you to better prepare your fibre prior to spinning.

How do I avoid my yarn breaking?

- Make your yarn stronger by treadling a little faster.
- Draft more fibres to make the yarn a little thicker.
- Pinch and slide your fingers along the spun yarn so you are always in contact with the yarn. This also prevents he twist entering
the undrafted fibres.

The spokes & hub on my wheel are very loose. How do I repair it?

It's a relatively simple repair job. Remove the crank, prise open the hub so it's in 2 pieces but make a mark so you can put the
spokes back in the same holes. Use regular wood glue on the spokes and hub and glue it back together clamping it with 2 x G
clamps. Leave the crank through the hub so the hole remains aligned but remove it and clean out the hole for the hub pin before
the glue dries. Check that the rim and crank are at right angles so the wheel will run true. If unsuccessful a replacement wheel
can be ordered from your local Ashford dealer.

The stretchy drive band has stretched a little. Can I rejoin it?

We recommend the drive bands always be loosened when not spinning. However if stretched, cut a short section out including
the original joint and rejoin by melting the ends with a gas flame (a match is OK but tends to deposit carbon on the joint), then
just push the ends together & hold while the material cools.

Any suggestions for spinning superfine merino?

To give a lighter draw-in, replace the brake band with a 4 ply commercial knitting cotton with a light rubber band on either side
of the bobbin. Check the bobbin whorl is smooth & apply a drop of oil.

How do I prevent my spinning wheel walking away from me?
- Check the wheel is free running.
- Treadle with a down-wards action rather than away from you.
- Attaching rubber feet to the ends of the legs
- Spin with your wheel and chair on carpet or a rug

How can I tell if my Traditional Wheel will accept the double treadle conversion kit?

The double treadle will covert all Traditional Wheels made after 1972. These wheels have a 19 3/4 (50cm) long front treadle rail. Earlier models
(pre 1972) were about 2 (5cm) longer.

What is the best finish for my spinning wheel?

Our spinning wheels are made from Southland Silver Beech, a beautiful native timber of New Zealand sourced from sustainably-managed
forests. If your wheel is natural timber it should be protected as soon as possible to avoid staining from lubricants & provide protection from
any climatic changes. We recommend Ashford Teak Wax, however any reputable wood oil or wax finish would be suitable. Factory lacquered
wheels may be further enhanced with our Teak Wax finish.

How do I stop the clunking sound on my older Traditional?

On older wheels we used a 1/8" (2-3cm) diameter silver steel hub pin which wears the hole in the crank. A simple but temporary solution is
to remove the hub pin and hit it with a hammer so that it has a slight banana shape. Then tap it back into the hole. A better and permanent
solution is to order a "Clunky Wheel Kit" from your local Ashford dealer. This kit includes a new crank, hub pin and con rod. It's easy to fit and
will make for silent spinning.
The best option (apart from buying a new Ashford wheel) is to fit a "Double Treadle Kit" which includes the parts mentioned above plus double
treadles to make for effortless and quiet spinning.

How do I stop my flyer vibrating on my Traveller?

Tighten the 2 bolts holding the main uprights to the base, the 2 screws holding the top rail to the main uprights, all the hinge screws & the
screws holding the 2 maiden uprights to the maiden bar. Completely loosen the drive belt adjusting knob, place the drive band in the appropriate
groove in the flyer whorl & retie the drive cord. If none of these steps help then check the flyer for balance. Remove one hook from one side
of the flyer & treadle. If the vibration is reduced but still there then try removing another & so on. If it is worse then replace & remove hooks
from the opposite side until it is vibration free. The side that still has all its hooks is lighter & needs additional weight to balance it. Either push
1 or 2 thumb tacks into the underside of the light side of the flyer arm for every flyer hook removed or for a more aesthetic result add small
wood screws.
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